Mrs. Warnock
Welcome to American Sign Language A.S.L.

Over 176 colleges accept ASL as a foreign language.
Welcome to American Sign Language A.S.L.

American Sign Language

- Fills the foreign language requirement in the state of VA
- Levels 1, 2, 3, 4 Honors and 4Duel Enrollment with college credit.
- Analyze structure (and linguistics in upper levels)

Over 176 colleges accept ASL as a foreign language.
AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE
JOB OPPORTUNITIES

• You can go into **Audiology**
• You can seek a job in becoming an **ASL teacher**, or an **Interpreter**.
• ASL is extremely helpful in the medical field
• **Speech Language Pathologist**
School Year 2020-2021

Instructor: Mrs. Warnock

- * ONE
- * TWO
- * THREE / FOUR HONORS

Mrs. Warnock’s Schedule

**Block 1:** JCHS ASL LEVEL 1
**Block 3:** ASL LEVEL 1
**Block 4:** Dept CLT
**Block 5:** ASL LEVEL 2
**Block 6:** ASL LEVEL 1
**Block 7:** ASL LEVEL 2
**Block 8:** ASL LEVEL 3/4H

- **Briar Woods HS** (homeschool)
- **John Champe HS** (one class, 1st block)
Schedule

Monday–Friday

Mondays:
Office Hours
Asynchronous work

Tuesdays & Thursdays:
A Days
Blocks 1, 2, 3, 4

Wednesdays & Fridays:
B DAYS
Blocks 5, 6, 7, 8

CLICK for more info on ASL and my platforms

@WarnockASL

Briar Woods High School
Webpage

ASL Warnock YouTube Channel

WarnockASL Facebook Link

WarnockASL Instagram

Twitter @LiSound28

https://linktr.ee/WarnockASL
Schedule

Monday-Friday

Mondays:
Office Hours
Asynchronous work

Tuesdays & Thursdays:
A Days
Blocks 1, 2, 3, 4

About Me

Wednesday & Fridays:
B DAYS
Blocks 5, 6, 7, 8,

CLICK PIC for VIDEO

https://linktr.ee/WarnockASL
Learning ASL is literally right at your fingertips! Click on them to learn.
Always know First, the ABCS
How would you use the alphabet to communicate?

How would you introduce yourself if you didn’t know sign language?

What identifying information would you provide when you meet a Deaf individual for the first time?

What is your favorite activity and why?

Can you explain why you like and dislike three activities from the list?
I look forward to meeting you in the future. Contact me for any questions.

Nicole.warnock@lcps.org

School Year
2020-2021

ASL LEVELS
* ONE
* TWO
* THREE / FOUR HONORS

Please be safe, stay healthy and start your journey into learning ASL today! I will teach you the rest.
School Year
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ASL LEVELS
* ONE
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* THREE / FOUR HONORS

ANY QUESTIONS?
Go into my Google Doc if you have any questions pertaining to ASL and Classes for next year.

My contact:
Nicole.Warnock@lcps.org

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1YudC2IU9P-f_ioE3q-LeUxFl-6c3q6OcssD0DQ9ch_4/edit